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Abstract
Quadraturelock-in photopyroelectric spectroscopic (PPES) (Q-scanning) imaging ofCzochralski-grown Ti: Sapphire crystals
was investigated at 490 nm using a novel non-contact experimental configuration. Simultaneous optical absorption coefficient,
/3(r), scans were obtained from the PPES signal in the purely optical transmission (in-phase) lock-in mode. The quadrature
scans were further converted to absolute non-radiative energy conversion efficiency, ~~NR ( r), images using the in-phase-generated
/3(r) data and PPES theory. The quadrature and I7NR(r) images exhibited superior resolution and sensitivity to growth defect
(bubble) clusters than the /3(r) images. Therefore, Q- and ~NR~ scanning imaging can be used as an effective monitoring criterion
of crystal growth and processing quality control in Ti: Sapphire and, generally, in optical materials.

1. Introduction
Photopyroelectric spectroscopy (PPES) has been
used for the measurement of the optical-to-thermal
(non-radiative) energy conversion efficiency, ~NR,
with considerable
success have
[1—41.The
materialshave
for
11NR studies
been reported
which
PPES
mostly been solids with relatively high non-radiative
efficiencies, e.g. bulk and amorphous thin-film semiconductors [2—4],and optical quality Nd
203 powders dispersed in a PMMA matrix [1], exhibiting
~
0.83—0.92. Recent reviews can be found in Refs.
[5] and [61. In the case of optical and fluorescent
materials Chirtoc et al. [7] measured flNR (A) of dye
inks containing Rhodamine B and Coumarin 6. The

reported optical absorptions and optical-to-thermal

energy conversion efficiencies were sizable, so that
acceptable signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) could be obtamed with the sample contacting the pyroelectric
sensor element (polyvinylidene fluoride, PVDF). On
the
othermaterials,
hand, in the
oftypically
transparent,
high-quality laser
~NR case
(A) is
expected
to be
a maximum of a few percent [8,9]. For measurements with this type of optical materials conventional contacting PPES was found to be hard to use,
because the small thermal contribution to the signal
must be extracted very accurately from the mixed optical and thermal signal modes. Very recently we developed a novel noncontact experimental configuration [10] to obtain high-resolution absolute spectra
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(A) of Ti3 + : A12O3 laser crystals with widely
different figures ofmerit. The advantages ofthe noncontact geometry, Fig. 1, are (i) the absence of irreproducible thermal resistances (always present at the
sample—PVDF interface in the contact mode); and
(ii) the presence and the high degree of controllability of the airgap layer of variable thickness L. This
allows for optimally efficient suppression of the direct optical heating mode of the sensor element itself
(in-phase lock-in signal) and for easy, reproducible
monitoring of the purely thermal-wave signal (lockin quadrature) which is directly proportional to
~NR (A). It has been shown [10] that the total
suppression of the much stronger in-phase signal
(more than two orders of magnitude higher than the
quadrature) allows the measurement of minute optical-to-thermal energy conversion efficiencies
1.9—13.8% in Ti: Sapphire. To put the sensitivity of this new non-contact PPE spectrometer in perspective, Coufal measuredphase shifts in the 0.1—0.9°
range with his fixed-thickness, contacting, thermalwave “phase shifter” with Ca. 0.1 phase resolution
[1]. He was thus able to measure JNR in the 0.5 5—0.9
range. By comparison, our method of quadrature detection using an absorption-free highly controllable
variable-thickness thermal-wave phase shifter (i.e. the
backing airgap layer) allowed the measurement of
minute signals corresponding to phase shifts in the
0.02_0.20 range with 0.015°phase resolution. Based
on this order-of-magnitude improvement of quadrature PPES signals, in this work we report the first
scanning imaging application using the new PPE
spectrometer and Ti: Sapphire wafers with growthof
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Fig. 1. Schematic geometry ofnon-contact PPES ofa transparent
sample ofthickness 1, optical absorptioncoefficient /3(A), and nonradiative energy conversion efficiency ~1NR(1). Air layer thickness L; semi-infinite PVDF detector. Optical modulation angular frequency: i0; incident optical intensity 4.

induced bulk defects. Our results clearly show the superior resolution ofthe defect regions mapped as nonradiativecenters during the quadrature scan, as cornpared to conventional optical transmission imaging.

2. Experimental and results
2.1. Materialspreparation
3~:Al
Crystals of Ti
203 were grown by the Czochralski pulling technique from a molten mixture of
Al203—Ti203. The growth conditions were: ambient
atmosphere of nitrogen with trace of oxygen; pulling
rate is 6x lO_2 in/h; rotation rate is 5rpm. The seed
was sapphire 90°(offC-axis) A orientation. Crystals
were grown 2.5” in diameter. Some crystals were further annealed at 1850°Cfor 100 h in Ar atmosphere.
Bubble clusters were visible in concentric patterns
centered at the crystal boule rotation axis. These microbubble clusters were most likely due to thermal
gradients within the Jr crucible.
The PPE investigation involved wafers of 0.15 cm
thickness cut from both unannealed and annealed
boules. Grinding and polishing resulted in smooth
surface finishes and uniform thicknesses.
2.2. Scanning imaging and spectroscopy
Non-contact photopyroelectric scanning imaging
and spectroscopy were performed on unannealed and
annealed Ti: Sapphire wafers using instrumentation
conforming to the geometry of Fig. 1. The schematic
of this apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The 1000 W Xe
lamp was used for scanning imaging at 490 nrn instead of a laser, so as to produce large enough filament images (lateral spot dimensions>> sample-detector distance L) for a one-dimensional theoretical
treatment of the PPES signal to remain valid [10].
Further details of the experimental set-up can be
found in Ref. [10]. Optical absorption coefficient
scanned images and spectra were obtained photopyroelectrically in the purely optical transmission mode
(L—~x) [10]. The condition L—+cjj could be satisfled in the thermally thick gas layer for L 5 mm at
chopping frequency f=9 Hz. It was necessary to record scans and spectra within the same experimental
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Fig. 2. Schematic of non-contact PPES scanning imager and
spectrometer. MC: monochromator, L: lens, C: chopper, 5: sample and (x, y) scanning stage, D: blackened PVDF detector, P:
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pre-amplifier with adjustable bandpass filters, LIA: lock-in amplifier (EG & G Model 5210 in I-P and Q mode), CD: chopper

driver, PC: computer for data acquisition, processing and theoretical analysis, G: graphics and plotter.
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period for each sample and after complete thermalization of the instrumentation (ca. one hour after turnon), in order to obtain reproducible results. Optical
transmission scans were normalized by the Xe lamp
throughput at 490 nm. The reflectance spectra, R~(A),
ofthe Ti: Sapphire samples were recorded and absolute values of/3(A) or fl(x, y) were obtained using the
following formula [10]:
2
2~ 1 (2p~,,R~’\
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In Eq. (1), Vt,. and VR represent the PPE voltage with
the sample in place at L=c~ (purely optical mode),
and without the sample (reference mode), respectively. Fig. 3 shows typical optical absorption coefficient scans for an unannealed (Fig. 3a) and an annealed (Fig. 3b) Crystar wafer. The center of the
wafer disks was at (x, y) = (0.2 cm, 0 cm). The essentiallymonotonic increase offl(x, y) along they> 0
quadrant is at least partly due to increased microbubble densities in the region y> 0.8 cm for both crystal
wafers. For this reason the measured values of /3(x,
y) are not considered reliable, given that significant
light scattering occurred in the bubble/defect-rich regions, which tended to increase the effective/3 value
artificially. Therefore, the axis normal to the (x, y)-
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Fig. 3. Scanning imaging of effective optical absorption coefficients fl~~(x,
y), at 490 nm with 8 nm resolution. Center of
Ti:Sapphire
is located
at (x,y)=(0.2
0cm). Wafer
radius: 3.175wafers
cm; wafer
thickness:
0.15cm. (a)cm,
unannealed,
and

(b) annealed sample.

plane in Fig. 3 has been labelled fleff, since the scattering coefficient could not be measured. It was further
discovered that the reproducibility of the fl~scans
was poor and so was the defect-rtch region resolution. For instance, no sign of a small defect cluster at
the centers of the wafers can be seen in these scans.
Fig. 4 shows fl~ff(A)spectra obtained in four locations on the unannealed wafer, which exhibited more
pronounced defect clusters than the annealed wafer
Spectra (1) and (2) correspond to visually defectfree regions, whereas spectra (3) and (4) were obtamed in defect-rich areas. These spectra are characterized by relatively poor reproducibility, which most
likely stems from the fact that repeated scans may not
result in perfect repositioning ofthe optical beam on
the same defect cluster neighborhood. Furthermore,
the presence of readily visible and invisible bulk defects has resulted in gross distortions of spectral features, when compared to spectra obtained using de-
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Fig. 4. PPE spectra offi~ff(A)from the unannealed wafer of Fig.
3a, corresponding to (1): defect-free ring between center and
x=y=l.2 cm; (2): defect-free region (x, y)~ z (2cm, 2cm);
(3): defect-rich center (x, y)~ (0.2 cm, 0cm); and (4): defectrich ring at (x, y) = (1.2cm, 1.2cm). Chopping frequency: 9 Hz.
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Fig. 5. Scanning imaging of normalized PPE quadrature,

feet-free Ti: Sapphire crystals [10]. In Fig. 4 it should
be noted that normal lineshape is exhibited only by
curve (1), the visually defect-free region surrounding a small cluster at the center. In fact, the only normal features ofthis curve are the position ofthe broad
peak centered around 470 nm and corresponding to
the 2T2g+2Eg transition broadened by phonons, and
the low energy side shoulder due to the Jahn—Teller
splitting ofthe 2E
8 (upper) state [11]. The
rest of the
3~:A1
curves exhibit these fundamental Ti
2O3 features distorted, including the nominally defect-free
region
(2).
is consistent
with5,the
scanItofisFig.
3a
and with
theThis
thermal
scan of Fig.
below.
indicative of microdefect densities which are not readily
visible.
Thermal energy generation images were recorded
at 490 nm simultaneously with “infinite distance”
(purely optical) scans, by decreasing the distance L
to some pre-determined value <1 mm where a measurable stable lock-in quadrature signal was present.
Experimentally, the quadrature of the signals corresponding to “infinite” and “finite” L-distances were
subtracted at each (x
3, y3) location in order to cancel
out photoyroelectric phase shifts induced by different d.c. optical heating levels of the polymer PVDF
as the transmitted optical flux varied throughout the
scan, as indicated in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 shows
(Q)
of Q-signal
the wafer1evre3effquadrature
are shown in
Fig.scans
3. The
gions whose /

Q (x,

y), at 490 mn corresponding to Fig. 3 (a) unannealed, and (b)

annealed sample.

els are ca. two orders of magnitude lower than the

respective IP-signals which led to Fig. 3, as expected
[10]. It is immediately apparent that the Q-scans are
much more structured than the /3etr scans. Particularly, defect-rich cluster regions at the wafer center,
the defect-free intermediate zone and the outer defeet ring of the unannealed sample can be clearly seen
in Fig. 5a.3eff
This
detail
to be
withshown
the nonimage
of is
Fig.
3a.contrasted
The structure
in
descript
/
Fig. Sa directly corresponds to visual information
which can be “seen” when the wafer is held under
Art-ion laser illumination. Therefore, it is hypothesized that the optical image of Fig. 3a is dominated
by scattered light effects, which are to a large degree
absent from the purely thermal-wave image of Fig.
5a. Much more subtle features are seen in Fig. 5b,
which corresponds to the fleff scan of Fig. 3b. Here,
annealing has caused the shrinkage of large defect
clusters observed in Fig. 5a, with a small cluster at
the wafer center still visible under Ar~-ionlaser illumination. The increasing fleff for y> 0 values in Fig.
3b has some corresponding features in Fig. Sb for
y> 0.7 cm. It is interesting to note that the low Qsignal level flat regions of Figs. 5a, b cannot be seen
in
Figs.Q-signal
3a, b. More
significantly
the difference
in is
absolute
levels
between Figs.
5a and Sb
a
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strong indicator of the restoration of bulk quality of
the ji: Sapphire crystal following the process of annealing. This important type of information is totally
absent from the Peff images. Another strong illustration ofthe foregoing advantage ofthe Q-signal can be
observed in the spectral behavior of the quadrature,
Fig. 6. The numbered spectra, normalized by the
PVDF spectrum, correspond one-to-one to the /leff(A)
spectra of Fig. 4. In the case of the quadrature spectra, however, distinct separation exists between defeet-rich (high signal level) and defect-free (low signal level) locations. Furthermore, the reproducibility
ofthe Q(A) spectra is within 10% ofthe values shown.
Most importantly the labelled order of the spectra
(l)-(4) is always strictly reproducible, whereas this
is not the case with the Petr(A) spectra of Fig. 4. Similar effects were observed with the annealed crystal,
but the absolute values and the spectral level differences between defective and defect-free locations were
smaller than those shown in Fig. 6, as expected from
the higher quality (impacting absolute signal values)
and the higher uniformity (impacting relative signal
differences) of that wafer,
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the previously derived PPE quadrature equation was
used (Eq. (20) in Ref. [101):
Q(x, y; A)
—

Im ( VL/ VR)
y; A) b5~F(R,, Peff~1,L, w, a,),

1NR (x,

(2)

where VL represents the PPE voltage at a sample-dctector distance L; b~.is the thermal coupling coefficient of the gas (air) —solid (crystal) interface; F is a
complicated function of the crystal surface reflectance, R~,the absorptance (Pe~1) product, the gaslayer thickness, L, the modulation angular frequency, w, and the thermal diffusivity, a,, of the
crystal. Eq. (2) shows that the PPE quadrature signal
is directly proportional to ~NR’ As indicated by Eq.
(2), the function F was calculated with an IBM PC
for every (xi, y
3) location on the scanned wafers, using data from Figs. 3 and 5. This resulted in absolute
nonradiative energy conversion efficiency images as
shown in Fig. 7. Qualitatively, only slight variations
from the Q-scans can be observed. The observed
higher non-radiative energy conversion efficiency for
the unannealed sample can be understood in terms
of the latter being a poorer photon generator, thus
yielding a lower level of luminescence than the an-

3. Data analysis and discussion

(a)
1239

y) and spectra, 1NR(A) were derived from the
Nonradiative energy conversion efficiency images,
Q-signals, i.e. from the purely thermal energy generation data shown in Figs. 5 and 6. For this purpose
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Fig. 6. PPE quadrature spectra corresponding to the unannealed
wafer locations of Fig. 4. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between curves (1 )-(4) in both figures.
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Fig. 7. Scanning imaging of absolute non-radiative energy conversion efficiency corresponding to a combination ofthe scans in
Figs. 3 and 5, according to Eq. (2), (a) unannealed, and (b)
annealed sample.
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nealed sample, which is therefore overall better suited
for laser rod fabrication. The reliability of ~NR-scans
is, however, poorer than that ofthe original Q-scans,
because the somewhat ill-reproduced /3(x, y) data
must be used as an input to construct the ~NR(X, y)
images. Nevertheless, both sets of Figs. 5 and 7 clearly
show the wafer regions which are most suitable for
laser materials fabrication, namely the low-lying signal “valleys”. This important information cannot be
retrieved from the optical images of Fig. 3 alone, and
emphasizes the superior nature of ~NR (x, y) imaging.
For completeness, Fig. 8 shows complete ~NR (A)
spectra corresponding to the spectra of Fig. 6 (Fig.
8a), forthe unannealed wafer, as well as spectra from
two locations in the annealed wafer (Fig. 8b). The
11.01
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tical absorption coefficient scans. Therefore, they may
be useful as a quality control imaging technique for
crystal growth, as well as for investigations into the
nature of bulk Ti: Sapphire defects and their role in
the optical quality of this material when it is used as
a tunable solid-state laser.
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Fig. 8. (a) Non-radiative energy conversion efficiency spectra

from the unannealedwafer obtained through the combination of
spectra shown in Figs. 4 and 6. The labels (1 )-(4) correspond to
the respective curves in those figures. (b) Similar spectra obtained from the annealed wafer: curve (1) is from the “valley”
region of Fig. 7b; curve (2) is from the center ofthe wafer at (x,
y) = (0.2 cm, 0cm) in Fig. 7b.
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